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SWINGING INTO ACTION
New video game lets
you take a step into
the world of UFC fight.
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Moxie Strings
dominate the stage
With Summer Music Institute
after show volunteer

Sniffing Out

By Blake Howell
Reporter

The Truth

Musicians like Jimi Hendrix utilized vibrant
attire, stage theatrics and, of course, his talent to
shred on an electric guitar. Musicians today still
shred with the same spirit and moxie, including
two musicians who play electric cellos, fiddles,
and violins instead of Fender Stratocasters.
Electric fiddle player and violinist Diana Ladio
and electric cellist Alison Lynn are two of three
members performing in the Celtic Americana
group The Moxie Strings. The two musicians
both followed their love for music and earned
bachelor’s degrees in music performance as well
as music education.
After earning their degrees over eight years
ago this month, the two string players had a
chance meeting in Michigan during a camp ran
by the American String Teacher’s Association.
The two artists both took interest in each
other’s electrical instruments, as well as their
love for music other than classical composition.
They decided to start jamming and the Moxie
Strings were born.
“You never know when your musical soul
mate is sitting next to you,” Ladio said.
Although they started out as “String Cheese,”
onlookers of the duo said their innovative and
electrifying sound had moxie, dubbing them the
title of the Moxie Strings. To further expand on
their sound, the duo added a third member to
the group three years ago: percussionist, friend
and fellow University of Michigan graduate
Fritz McGirr.
According to Ladio and Lynn, McGirr can
turn virtually anything they put in his hand
into a percussion instrument, which he does
quite frequently.
Now playing together across the U.S., the
trio entertains crowds with uplifting beats and
rhythms, as well as striking chords one would
only hear at a rock concert.
“The orchestra nerds are encroaching on the
cool rock stars, but we don’t care, it’s too much
fun,” Ladio said as she melodically tapped her
feet on the stage of the University’s Thomas B.
And Kathleen M. Donnell Theatre.
The trio tours the countryside performing
for concert halls and even weddings, but the
group also tours for another reason: to sculpt
and guide the minds of young string players
across America, which is what brought them
to the University’s Wolfe Center for the Arts
last Tuesday.
After performing a set of their own songs,
the Moxie Strings called on the help of the

State grants give University
bomb dog

By Seth Weber
Web Editor

While bomb-sniffing dog Jerry sees his job as a game, his success or failure can mean
life or death.
Jerry is the campus police’s newest member, given by a state grant that included Ohio State
University and Youngstown State University also receiving bomb-sniffing dogs.
The dogs were spread throughout the state so they could be utilized by many areas, Campus Police Capt.
Michael Campbell said.
“It made more sense to put them throughout the state,” he said.
Eventually, every state university that wishes to have a detection dog will receive one from the state,
Campus Police Chief Monica Moll said.
While Jerry will be used to sniff out explosives during emergencies, he will also be used to sweep
areas before large events, such as sports games and political speeches, Campbell said.

See DOG | Page 2

See MOXIE | Page 6

LIBRARY LEGO FUN

Local quarry offers many activities
Jobs are available along with fun

By Brittany Bauer
Reporter

PHOTO BY RONALD ZEISLOFT | THE BG NEWS

A LOCAL boy builds a space station at “Legopalooza.” The Wood County Public
Library holds this event once a month.

SPORTS

Reporter Angela Hill delves
into the benefits of the Black
Swamp Classic baseball
tournament. | PAGE 5

The Portage Quarry has been
a summertime attraction for
University students to get jobs
and for people to spend leisure
time on the beach and enjoy
activities such as scuba diving
and camping.
The quarry opened for the
season over Memorial Day
weekend and Manager Monica
Lynn, owner Jeff Rice and
other staff members are working to make it a popular destination for families and people

of all ages.
Job-seeking students can
apply for lifeguard, gatekeeping and grounds positions at
the quarry.
“All of our kids are from the
University and we use them for
everything here,” Rice said.
Lynn said most employees have heard about the job
through word of mouth.
“All of the people here are
certified lifeguards and get
certified from the University
or the Red Cross,” Rice said. “If
you work for us, we want you to

be a lifeguard.”
Junior Nathaniel Martin has
worked as a lifeguard and gatekeeper at the Quarry for four
years. Martin was certified as
a lifeguard at the age of 16 and
heard about the job through a
student in his class who also
worked there.
“I like being outside,” Martin
said. “I like the people I work
with too.”
“Anyone can apply at anytime online,” Lynn said. “We

See QUARRY | Page 2

If you could visit a place anywhere in
the world, where would it be and why?

FORUM

Hannah Benson explains
that local cities can hold
lots of fun. | PAGE 4

“Brazil for the babes!”

Nick Braun
Senior, Business Management

has MOVED to a new location.
Wood County Hospital’s ReadyCare service
has moved to the Falcon Health Center,
838 E. Wooster Street.

To learn more,
visit falconhealth.org,
or call 419-372-2271.

EXTENDED HOURS
for BGSU students, faculty and staff, and
area residents (treating adults and children 6 months and older)

Monday–Friday
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
CLOSED HOLIDAYS
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SUMMER
OF FUN
Trip Get-A-Way Contest

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

GRAND PRIZE:

KISSFM

Up to 7 days to a Tropical Destination
Round-Trip Airfare & Lodging Included
Valued up to $5,000

MAY 16-AUGUST 10

K ISS
C LU B
FE

HT LI
BG’S PREMIE21RE&NovIGer FREE

WEEKLY PRIZES:

• Enter Each Friday & Saturday Night
• Winners Will be Announced Weekly
• Final Raffle Announced August 15

Tickets to: Cedar Point, Faster
Horses and other Concerts, Baseball
Games, Toledo Zoo, Jet Express, Etc.

BLOTTER

18 & Up H

10 pm til 2:30 am
ERIC CHASE &

MEAGHAN MICK

of the Morning Rush Show
127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net H facebook.com/clazel

CORRECTION
POLICY

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

For this week’s
blotter visit us at
BGNEWS.COM which
includes a full interactive
blotter map .

FRI & SAT NIGHTS

In the article “Local food pantry
benefits locals” published in the
Wednesday, June 25, 2014 issue of
The BG News, the reporter incorrectly stated that the BG Christian
Food Pantry had been located at St.
John’s Episcopal Church for the past
11 years. During that 11 years, the
pantry had first been located at 541
E. Wooster St., before moving to
the St. John Episcopal Church location. The News regrets the error.

City of Bowling
Green Fireworks

DOG
From Page 1
Fake bomb threats can
also be responded to
more quickly, rather than
shutting down the area
for an extended period of
time, Moll said.
Jerry is capable of
detecting about 20 different explosive materials,
including C4 and dynamite, Lt. John Stewart, his
handler, said.
Stewart said dogs’
noses are incredibly
sensitive and are much
more efficient at detecting specific odors than
humans are.
“The dog’s nose … is
definitely amazing and
they can take in smells
better than you or I. If
you were to take in, say a

QUARRY
From Page 1

July 3
Starts at dusk
BGSU Intramural Fields
Bowling Green community band plays at 8 p.m.
inside Doyt Perry Stadium

Sign a lease
and start enjoying
the pool today!
— NOW LEASING —

2014-2015
419-353-4316 | www.falconspointe.com | 912 Klotz Road, Bowling Green, OH
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have a great, fantastic,
responsible staff.”
One attraction at the
quarry for is scuba diving. The quarr y was
or ig ina l ly used for
scuba diving, but was
t hen expa nded w it h
more amenities such
as a volleyball court,
Lynn said.
An entire package for
scuba lessons costs $450
and includes all rental
gear, air fills for tanks
and instructional time,
according to Lynn.
Trainees can schedule private one-on-one
time with instructors or
be trained in a group.
Group t ra ining usually consists of two to
four people at a time.
However, many people

bowl of soup, you would
smell that bowl of soup
maybe as chicken noodle
soup,” Stewart said. “The
dog doesn’t do that: He
smells the chicken, the
broth, the seasonings.”
Stewart volunteered
to work with Jerry and
trained with him for
five weeks in Columbus.
He learned how to work
together with Jerry and
learned about the different odors he can detect.
Stewa r t
ex pla i ned
working with an animal
as “a completely different
experience” than as having one as a pet.
For Jerry, this work is
a game. Stewart said it
was how he was trained,
and because of this he
is always eager to keep
training and working.
“All he wants to do is

play. His training … that’s
play for him,” Stewart
said. “I really like the fact
that he has a real methodical way that he works.”
Jerry is a Belgian
Malinois, which Stewart
said is an energetic breed,
and is great for training.
Stewart said Jerry in particular is very laid back
and is receptive to others
who want to pet him and
take pictures.
In addition to working together, the two also
live together. Jerry comes
home with Stewart at the
end of each day and is
always in the office or in
the field with him.
“We’re together 24
hours a day” Stewart
said. “I’m his handler,
caretaker, I do everything for him. He goes
where I go.”

tend to train individually with an instructor.
Lynn said people of
all ages have tried scuba
lessons, but children
below the age of 12 are
not always encouraged to
participate.
“Our main concern is
safety,” Lynn said. “We
deal with very experienced instructors.”
Lynn said instructors
will not even pass people
if they don’t think they are
ready and some instructors have been diving for
over 50 years.
Divers can encounter
a fake cemetery and an
underwater grain silo,
school bus, jet plane and
semi during their lessons,
Lynn said.
Camping is another amenity that attracts people of all
ages, mostly college students
and families.
“We get a really good

mixture for the camping,”
Lynn said.
Campers have to bring
their own camping gear
and have to call to make
reservations if they want
to use electric water
hookup sites within the
camping area. The rest
of the area is open for
people to put down their
own tents.
One night of camping
costs $18 per person and
$30 per person for two
nights.
The Quarry will be
open for the rest of the
summer between 10 a.m.
and 8 p.m. on any day
until September 14 and
general admission is $6
per person for all ages.
“Ever yone here is
hav ing a good time,”
Martin said.

Check us out Twitter :

@ The_BG_News

Fall 2014 Housing
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOUSES
C AMPBELL HILL TOWNHOUSES
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ASK ABOUT OUR
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Sign Up Today!

(419) 352-0717

445 E. WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN • OHIO • 43403
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Artist finds niche, falls into habit

LANA DEL RAY
By Tim Whitlinger
Guest Reviewer

Emotions are crucial in any album,
and for better or for worse, Lana Del
Rey’s 2014 album “Ultraviolence”
brings them in full force.
Fresh off the success of her 2012
platinum selling album “Born To
Die,” Del Rey plays on “Born to
Die’s” similar melancholy, atmospheric and airy tone. After several spins the phrase “style over
substance” is the best way I can
describe “Ultraviolence.”
Del Rey has a beautiful voice that
is complimented nicely by sporadic
drums and a wide range of wind and
stringed instruments alike.
The haunting reverb guitar on
the track “Pretty When You Cry”
feels slightly different than the
sweeping orchestral sounds on
“Old Money.” The subtle instru-

ULTRAVIOLENCE

mentation differences are nice
but variety is possibly the weakest
aspect of “Ultraviolence.”
Each song’s instrumentation
may be slightly different then the
last, but the album as a whole has
only one emotion.
I like to think of albums as roller
coasters in terms of both energy and
emotion. Great albums take listeners
on a ride of highs and lows that show
the artist’s true range of musicianship.
“Ultraviolence” feels more like
a rainy day car ride than a day at
Cedar Point. I understand that sadness and melancholy are what Lana
Del Rey does best, but after three full
studio albums, we have only heard
her explore one dark corner of the
musical spectrum.
It would be easy to write off
Lana Del Rey’s sad and depressing
tone simply as a lack of taste. After
all, people do use music as a way to

Album | Grade: D

escape, and why would anyone want
to escape to such a sad and lonely
place? Sadness and self pity can be
done, and done well.
The National’s 2013 album
“Trouble Will Find Me” topped my
“best of” list and I have yet to find
something to dethrone it.
The fact of the matter is Lana
Del Rey’s “Ultraviolence” isn’t a bad
album, it’s just lackluster.
Songs run together and become
a mess of five to six minute ballads
that seem to drag on for well past
their welcome.
Del Rey may be a talented singer, but musical talent alone isn’t
enough to save an artist’s third studio album. I can’t recommend this
album to anyone other than diehard Lana Del Rey fan’s, and if that
applies to you, then I am sure you
have already heard it. For everyone
else: Skip this album.

EA Sports UFC Pounds Gamers with Fresh
Mechanics and Outstanding Realism
EA SPORTS
By Blake Howell
Reporter

In the past few years, the world of mixed
martial arts (MMA) has taken the world by
storm—WWE wrestling’s blood and mayhem met the strategic and tactical art forms
of traditional boxing and other forms of
martial arts.
On June 17, 2014, EA Sports released
its first UFC game, a game so realistic in
its graphics and mechanics that it offers
gamers an avid MMA fans alike the closest
experience yet of what it’s like to fight in
the octagon.
In 2009, THQ released its first of several installments for UFC games. Although
I relatively enjoyed playing these games,
I must admit they all fell short in one way
or another. The majority of the games had
decent graphics, at least for the time, but
they were just too simple to play.
Anyone who could spin the right analog stick and mash buttons on either the
Xbox 360 or PS3 controller were essentially
masters of the game without diving into the
nuts and bolts. This became increasingly
annoying when losing fight after fight to
some screaming 12-year-old who mashed
the square button long enough to knock
your fighter out.
People bought these games to play
something that took real skill and strategy,
tactical and impulsive decisions, as well as
real-life movements and gestures.
In other words, the key is realism.
Although the first installments attempted

Bowling Green
Hotspots Series
By Carly DeBaldo
Designer

The club/intramural fields that are
located next to the University Ice
Arena are the perfect place for you
to participate in something active
this summer.
It is an ideal location for you
to get together with a group of
friends and enjoy a fun game of
your favorite sport.
The fields accommodate many
types of sports such as soccer,
lacrosse, flag football, frisbee and
many others.
I love to gather a group of my
friends on a cool summer night

Game | Grade: B

UFC
this feat, they fell short; but after selling the
license to Electronic Arts, EA Sports UFC
finally lives up to the hype.
I’ve been playing the game for a week
straight now and it’s all but perfect.
The game not only contains practically
any fighter in any weight class you can think
of, but each fighter is nearly identical to their
real-life counterpart. Clay “The Carpenter”
Guida fights and stands with his hands by
his side as he does in real life, Jon “Bones”
Jones utilizes a series of endless and unorthodox kicks as well as punches of which he
also displays in real life, and Ben “Smooth”
Henderson’s angel wing tattoos look just as
smooth in the game as they do on his back
in real life.
These characters look so real it almost
feels as if I’m controlling a living, breathing
fighter. By the way, you can actually see the
characters’ breathe, contract their muscles
and even wipe the blood and sweat from
their brows.
To add further realism to the game,
almost every sound one would expect in
watching a real-life fight is also in this game.
With every punch thrown and every kick
landed, you hear the full contact of either
pad against flesh or flesh against bone. Even
with the roaring cheers from the fans and
the shouted directions from the coaches,
you can even hear the cage rattle when the
fighters crash against it.
This game looks and sounds better than
almost every Rocky Balboa slow-motion
scene you’ve ever witnessed, and the graphics aren’t even the best part.

As I said before, the previous games were
good, but they lacked the complexity of the
sport displayed in real life. In this game
however, like its graphics, the mechanics
and movements of each fighter are nearly
the epitome of realism.
EA Sports UFC has an entirely innovated
but similarly new button scheme.
This new approach allows gamers to
maneuver, transition, strike and submit in
virtually any way the gamer can think of.
The first time I saw Urijah Faber leap from
the cage into a devastating superman punch
to knock his opponent out cold gave me
reason enough to scream and yell about my
victory for the next three matches (two of
which I lost). Every seemingly endless string
of combos I put together was delivered with
such fluidity that I could almost feel my
punches and kicks connect before I even hit
the buttons.
The game also includes a downloadable
bundle that allows the user to play as—wait
for it—Bruce Lee. That’s right, Bruce “The
Dragon” Lee is available for play in any
weight class possible if one is willing to pay
the fee of $5.99.
As I said, this game is nearly perfect
… nearly. Although I heavily enjoy the
realism of this game, I’m afraid there
are elements of the game that are far too
complex to make it realistic.
For instance, when playing the computer,
especially if the difficulty is set on hard or
pro, it seems almost impossible to escape
the clutches of your opponent if he or she
takes you down—and trust me, they will.

I should note here briefly that this is the
only UFC game I know of to include both
male and female fighters, a change that I’m
sure was made when the addition of female
fighters such as Ronda Rousey emerged in
the UFC.
If the computer manages to take a player down, that gamer will more than likely
spend the next three minutes of the round
and the rounds that follow desperately spinning the right stick and blocking inevitable
transitions and submissions. Unless the
user spends hours mastering the series of
half-circle rotations, plays on an easier difficulty, or is playing another user who doesn’t
know how to work the ground game either,
then they will surely lose. Users are just no
match for the complex and never ending
transitions both on the ground and in the
clinch.
EA Sports UFC is a fantastic installment
in the realm of fighting games. It is the most
realistic game I have played to date and
really stands as a testimony for the wave of
games coming out on the next-generation
consoles this year.
Like any game, it has its flaws; but I see
myself playing this game for hours, days and

BG FACTS
Club/Intramural Fields
and get a pick-up soccer game
going on one of the fields.
As a member of the women’s
club soccer team, we use these
fields everyday for our practices.
The big tree, which sits in the
middle of all the fields, is a reminder of the place where I first met
some of my best friends, because
it’s when I joined the soccer team.
At first glance, you may
think it’s just a big empty field,
but once you step onto the
field, with your teammates and
friends, it becomes something
so much more.
Playing any sport, especially soccer, for me is an amazing

stress reliever and helps me take
my mind off academics for a while.
I am sure that sports and playing,
on these fields, has done the same
for many others, as well.
Not only do these fields host
intramural and club sport teams,
but they also host the Bowling
Green Soccer Challenge tournament, each fall and spring. The
tournament brings in about a couple thousand people, which really
helps the town and the University,
as well.
I urge you to get outside this
summer and play your favorite
sport, with some of your friends,
on these fields.

The campus fact line answered its first
call in 1971. It was started as a rumorcontrol service, and became a trusted
and valuable source
of information.
100 Facts for 100
Years| 1910-2010
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET If you could visit a place anywhere in the world, where would it be and why?

KEVIN MARTIN
Sophomore,
English Major

“Africa because
I’ve always
wanted to go
on a missions
tip and help
less fortunate
people.”

“Monte Carlo
because it’s near
the French Rivera,
it has beautiful
Mediterranean
landscape, lots of
history and great
night life.”

DALE OSEF
Grad Student,
College Student Personnel Program

“Fiji because I’ve
seen pictures
and I think it’s
the most breath
taking place. It’s
just beautiful.”

BRIANA ENTY
Grad Student,
College Student Personnel Program

“I’d go back
to Honduras
because it was
the best mission
trip ever.”

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

NATASHA INGERSOLL
Senior,
Special Education

Losing loved ones happens, still a struggle
TAYLOR FREYER
FORUM EDITOR

There I sat, in my seventh-grade classroom
when my best friend,
Christina, slipped a note
into my desk that read,
“My mom has cancer.”
As I unfolded the note,
I felt as if time had paused
as I reread the lines over
and over again. It was
something so tragic and
it will forever be etched in
my memory.
Without saying a word,
I looked up at her face and

felt the pain of her choking
back her tears.
As my best friend, we
had such a close bond
that it allowed me to
understand and feel her
emotions even when
we couldn’t physically
express them.
Could this be for real?
She would never joke
about something like
this.
Why is she telling me
in a note? Maybe it’s the
only way she could say
it.
How could this happen? Why is this happening? Why her?
All these thoughts
were filling my head to its

capacity and I just couldn’t
get a good grasp on the
concept—Christina’s mom
has cancer.
When your parents
would warn you to brush
your teeth or you’ll get
cavities, or to wear a hat
outside or you’ll get sick,
as children, we ultimately think we’re invincible
and nothing bad could
possibly happen to us.
At 12 years old,
I would have never
thought something like
this could happen to
me or to the someone I
deeply care about.
What will happen
now?
What do I even say?

Visit grand cities in home country
HANNAH
BENSON
COLUMNIST

As someone who has
traveled to several
foreign countries, I am
ashamed by the amount
of noteworthy cities I
have yet to explore in
America.
I am thankful and
proud to say that at 20
years old I have looked
over Paris from the
Eiffel Tower, walked the
Great Wall of China,
and served the people
living in the dumps of
Guatemala City.
However, I am unable
to boast the exploration
of cities in short proximity such as Chicago,
Boston and, up until last
weekend, New York City.
It’s embarrassing, really. I love seeing and
experiencing new places
and culture and it seems
silly that I haven’t ventured off to major cities
in America, which are
relatively nearby.
So, needless to say, I
was pretty stoked when
I got the opportunity to
travel to the Big Apple,
even if it was only for
a day.
I was basically tagging along on my
brother’s college visit
to Columbia University.
The day started off with
a two-hour train ride from
Philadelphia to NYC.

“Adventure
is
everywhere.
You just
have to look
for it.”

My dad, my brother and
I eagerly found our seats
and started our usual
goofing off.
Soon after, the train attendant came to politely
but firmly inform us
that we were in the only
quiet car and needed to
behave as such.
Having a family that
mainly communicates
through giggles and
laughter, I knew this
would not end well.
The energy exhausted
trying to remain quiet
resulted in us just falling
asleep, which I think was
best for everyone.
We awoke to the view
of the New York skyline.
This sight is a bit overwhelming for those who
are used to Cleveland
and Toledo skylines,
where 10 high-rises seem
like a lot.
We got off at Penn Station, bought our subway
passes and headed to
Columbia’s campus.
The only other times I
have been on a subway
system were in foreign
countries. It is much
simpler to understand
in English.
Columbia is such an

awesome school—it made
me reconsider my love for
BG. But don’t worry; I will
always be a falcon.
Somehow, we managed to cram visiting
the college, seeing the
athletic facility, Central
Park, Times Square, the
9/11 memorial, Rockefeller Center, along with
stopping for food all into
one day.
Granted, with the
amount of time needed
for traveling to and from
attractions, we spent
approximately three
minutes at each, but it
was still amazing.
Everything I loved
about the foreign countries I’d visited is present
in New York: the way the
city is alive with everybody having their own
story, the fast pace, the
opportunity and the
beautiful architecture.
I realize I’m not giving
ground-breaking advice,
but I encourage anyone
who hasn’t been to NYC
to visit.
I especially recommend
this to people who are
eager to leave the country to find adventure.
Don’t be too quick to
dismiss the unique experiences available in your
home country.
Adventure is everywhere. You just have to
look for it.

Respond to Hannah at
thenews@bgnews.com

How can I possibly
make things better?
It was hard for me
to comprehend that
I couldn’t just fix
her suffering w ith a
gift, or w ith endless
amounts of her
favorite ice cream. It
was something that
I wasn’t sure of how
to cheer up my best
friend, or if I even
could for that matter.
With my mind just
overwhelmed by my
thoughts, I reached my
hand out for hers and
held it ever so tightly.
Then, at that very
moment, I knew exactly
what I was going to do
for Christina.

Although I wanted to
shower her with the cutest nail polishes and the
yummiest desserts to
help ease her pain, what
I knew I needed to do
was simply be with her
as her support.
For the next few years, I
was Christina’s support.
Whenever she needed me, I was there. I
would be the shoulder to lean on and the
person to confide in. I
was there to carry her
through the hardest
thing she would ever
have to experience.
I chose to be along her
side, even if it met I had to
witness my best friend go

through so much pain—I
was there.
Unfortunately,
throughout life we all
will go through the
experience of losing
loved ones and our
experiences will all be
unique, but ways to
cope with the pain can
always start with just a
little bit of support.

Respond to Taylor at
thenews@bgnews.com

Bullying damages minds forever
AMANDA
MATTHEWS
PULSE EDITOR

Bullying is something
everyone is familiar with.
You have either been on
the receiving end, been
the bully or have been a
spectator. I was unfortunate enough to be on the
receiving end of it when
growing up.
I was an overweight kid
that was overly tan.
Bus rides home from
school were the worst.
I got picked on by two
boys who called me
“chubby” and “Mexican”.
Being younger, I didn’t
understand why I was
getting bullied so much
for things that were out of
my control.
It is in my genetic
makeup to be bigger built;
it wasn’t because I was
lazy. I stayed active by
swimming all of the time,
which in turn was the reason I was so tan.
I got racial remarks
made to me because of
looking Hispanic, even
though I am not.
And even if I was
Hispanic, why should my
ethnicity play any part in
my being teased?
You are born the way
you are and should
be able to be proud of
your heritage without
feeling that you should

be ashamed.
It got to the point that
I would come home from
school in tears and finally
, I told my mother about
the issue.
She alerted the school
and talked to the bus
driver, but was never
given a suitable solution.
The bus driver told
me to deal with it by just
ignoring them.
However, this didn’t
work and my mother
had to end up driving
me to school to avoid
the taunting.
I’m so glad I got to
escape the teasing on
the bus, but it still went
on during lunch and on
the playground.
I learned to block it out
the best that I could considering the school wasn’t
going to do anything
about it.
At least I was lucky
enough to grow up in
a time without social
media and all the internet interaction that
happens today.
Numerous stories have
been popping up about
bullying getting to the
point where kids are committing suicide.
Reuters Health states
students that are bullied
are twice as likely to have
suicidal thoughts and are
more likely to attempt
suicide than children who
aren’t bullied.
They have also found
that bullying via the
Internet was even

more closely linked to
thoughts of suicide than
being bullied in person.
Think about some of
the horrible things you
have heard or maybe even
said to someone’s face.
Add a screen that
desensitizes the fact that
you are dealing with an
actual human being and
think of the volatile time
bomb ready to be posted
on a Facebook wall, Tweet
or sent in an email.
It has been ten plus
years since I was bullied
in school, but thoughts of
those terrible statements
still stick with me.
As young adults, we
have the power to change
future generations.
Stay positive and next
time think before you
send a nasty text or call
someone out online.
Most of us probably
have at least a couple
small children that we
interact with, whether it
be younger siblings, cousins, nieces or nephews.
Teach them the importance of standing up for
others and how much of a
difference they can make
in someone’s life with a
few simple words.
Next time you see
someone being bullied, don’t just stand on
the sidelines, speak up
because you just might
save someone’s life.

Respond to Amanda at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Bowling Green hosts annual youth baseball tournament
Black Swamp Classic teams benefit local cities and colleges

Angela Hill
Reporter

Bowling Green was a host city for the annual Black Swamp Classic baseball tournament this past weekend. The competition is a youth tournament, played by kids
aged 11 to 18.
“Thankfully, it did not rain this year,” said Dave Barkholz.
Barkholz is one of three directors that are in charge of the Black Swamp Classic
Tournament. The tournament is played in Bowling Green along with other neighboring cities every year and allows for baseball teams to come together for a four
day event that benefit the colleges, cities, parks and youth that participate in many
different ways.
“The tournament has been in Bowling Green for the last 17 years.” Said
Barkholz. Barkholz himself played in the tournament as a teenager, and is proud
to be able to be a part of the tradition.
While the teams are usually from the United States, Canada and Puerto Rico
according to their website, this year that was not the case. According to Tim Dunn,
the director of the tournament, teams this year were from Indiana, Kentucky,

BRYCE HOEHNER slides hard into third base.
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Michigan, Ohio, one team from Pennsylvania and a
select few from Canada.
Altogether, they had 108 teams competing in the
event. According to Dunn, there were 56 teams that
were 11-14 and 52 teams that were 16-18 year olds.
For the 11-14 year olds, this tournament gives them a
chance to see how different teams train for the event and unites them in their love
of the sport.
“It is a lot of fun to see not only the different styles, but it is a positive atmosphere
for them,” Barkholz said.
For the 16-18 year olds, the tournament gives them an opportunity to make an
impression on not only colleges here in Ohio, but from all over. “The colleges know
that they will see high quality players, and the players know that it provides numerous opportunities for potential colleges to see them,” Dunn said.
Bowling Green, Perrysburg and Findlay all benefited economically
because of the business the tournament brings for the brief weekend. Every
team stays in the city they are playing in and get a chance to tour what each
city has to offer. Restaurants, hotels, and gift shops all see a spike in activity
thanks to this tournament.
Bowling Green’s Carter park is the main field used in the competition. According
to Dunn, the tournament is a fundraiser for the park. Carter park has nine baseball
diamonds, which makes it the ideal location. The tournament expanded to include
playing one of the final games at the University of Toledo this year, which is a first
for the tournament. It has become quite the reputable event and keeps growing
every year not only in age groups, but also in need of playing locations. In addition
to Carter Park and the Toledo field, ten other sites were needed to accommodate
the growth of the event.
“Over the last 5 years, we have been spreading the word by using Facebook,
Twitter, and the main communication being by email,” Barkholz said.
Barkholz also mentions that before social media had an influence in spreading
the word, 50 to 60 coaches would show up the day the tournament started and line
up in order to register their teams. The advancement in technology allows for the
information to spread quicker and for coaches all over the country to register their
teams faster.
Results from the tournament can be found on the Black Swamp Classic website.

Cleveland Cavaliers select over
Jabari Parker with first overall pick
Kansas swingman Andrew Wiggins will likely impact in offense
Aaron Parker
Sports Editor

This past Thursday was the culmination of years of hard work and
dedication for 60 of the world’s
most gifted young basketball players. This year’s NBA draft class was
deep with talent, which makes it
that much harder deciding who to
pick with the number one selection.
Cleveland had the honor of
picking first again in the draft
and the obvious top two choices
were between Kansas swingman
Andrew Wiggins and Duke star
Jabari Parker. The Cavs, who are
trying to make a playoff run in
the coming year, ultimately went
with Wiggins.
There were two deciding factors
in choosing Wiggins over Parker.
First, Wiggins is more immediately
NBA ready. Wiggins averaged 18
points during his yearlong college
run and shot 50 percent inside the
three point line. Cleveland, as of
late, has not been an organization to think too far ahead into
the future; Wiggins’ scoring will
strongly benefit right out of the
gates. Parker, who was selected

second by Milwaukee, will most
likely take a year to learn the NBA
game and develop his already
impressive package.
Even though Wiggins will likely
make a difference sooner, Parker
has the potential of being the better player in the long run. The Cavs
scoring selection will also probably mean the release of Anthony
Bennett, who was Cleveland’s number one overall selection in last
year’s draft.
The second reason Wiggins
was drafted ahead of Parker was
defense. Parker was explosive at
Duke. His footwork in the post
is a work of art and he has the
ability to break down defenders
one on one in the backcourt, but
his defense was lackluster at best
against the top college players.
Wiggins proved himself to be one
of the top defenders on his team
beside third overall selection and
teammate Joel Embiid.
For Cleveland to be successful,
they will need a player capable
of defending the small forward
position. With the release of starting forward Loul Deng imminent,
Wiggins will now fill that role.

He’s got the necessary length,
speed and athleticism to
keep up with the league’s
elite. He may of course
need to be taught to a
certain degree, but he
should catch on to the
new style of defense well
before All-Star break.
Now even though
Wiggins himself may
be an instant starter for
Cleveland, what the pick
actually means for the ball
club is yet to be seen. The Cavs
were hoping to lure LeBron back
to his former city with the moves
they’ve made so far but that scenario does not seem likely. That
said, Wiggins will come to a team
with a coach in David Blatt (who
has never coached American players) and a star in Kyrie Irving whose
leadership skills are under fire.
All that combined with the team’s
locker room troubles does not make
Cleveland a place that appears to
be able to nurture a strong rookie
talent into stardom. With so much
stacked against them, this Wiggins
pick is a must work situation if they
are to overcome the past few years
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University opens up new minor
Coaching now available for those interested

Angela Hill
Reporter

Everyone has seen a coach and his
or her team on a field. Have you
ever thought about becoming a
coach and making a difference for
a child, or an adolescent?
The School of Education and
Human Development has a way for
people that are interested in doing
just that.
Housed in the School of
EHD, The Department of Human
Movement, Sport, and Leisure
Studies is offering a new minor
this Fall for students who are interested in becoming a coach.
According to the HMSLS web-

site, it is a 21 credit hour minor
and is open to all majors.
Currently, there are two classes
being offered for the summer in
the second half of the semester,
which started June 30th, 2014.
The two classes being offered are
Kinesiology 2390 and applied sport
science and athletic training 2100,
which is care and prevention of
sport injuries.
KNS 2390 is a class designed to
help coaches design a strength and
conditioning program according
to the course catalog. The class is
three credit hours and is meeting Monday through Thursday
throughout the summer for one
hour and 50 minutes in Eppler

North Gym. There is a pre-requisite of having the minor declared
or permission to be in the class.
Athletic Training 2100 is learning about how to recognize an
injury, how to prevent an injury
from occurring, and how to care
for injuries, according to the
course catalog. It is both a lab
and a lecture that is three credit
hours. The lecture portion meets
Monday through Wednesday while
the lab meets on Thursday. It is an
hour and 50 minutes and meets in
Eppler North gym as well.
For more information on
the coaching minor and how to
be involved, contact Dr. Adrian
Turner at adriant@bgsu.edu.

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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MOXIE
From Page 1
string students from the Summer Music
Institute, whom they had worked with
earlier that day, practicing solo and
ensemble pieces.
Junior violin performance major and
camp counselor Sophia Schmitz said
the Moxie Strings were great with the
kids in teaching as well as performing
with them, making eye contact with the
students and keeping them involved in
what they were doing.
Although they only worked for an
hour with the students that day, Shrayas
Banerjee, a student at the string camp,

said he enjoyed every minute of it.
“It was really nice,” he said. “They’re
really talented and fun to work with.”
Lynn and Ladio said although they
love performing and following their
dreams, the two never miss out a teaching opportunity. Music and performing
has been a pivotal part of their lives,
but teaching and helping other classically trained students think differently
is what keeps them going.
“It’s been an amazing couple of years
watching the light bulbs go off again
and again,” Ladio said.
The Moxie strings are currently
on tour. For more information, go to
the band’s website, themoxiestrings.
com, for a full list of performances
this summer.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily

1 1967 White House groom
5 "Erin go __"
10 Swedish singer Jenny
14 Thus
15 Former Dodger first
baseman James
16 Sharp
17 Windows alternative
18 Microwave brand
19 Microwave
20 Facilities on a 911?
23 Florida University
named for a pope
24 Eroded
28 Follow
32 Place to play
33 13-Down predecessor
36 Oater pal in an A3?
39 Other, overseas
41 Boston drummer
Jeff et al.

42 Peruse
43 Tales of a 9-3?
46 Pay stub abbr.
47 Für whom Beethoven
wrote a bagatelle
48 Marks of approval
50 Corolla competitors
53 Mexicali-to-Tijuana
dirección
57 Relative in a 370Z?
61 Electric weather phenomenon
64 Cornered
65 Roll on a tarmac
66 Hives, e.g.
67 Spiked cakes
68 Verve
69 Velázquez offerings
70 Whooping __
71 Heist haul, to a hood

For Rent

For Rent

1 & 2 BR apts, close to campus,
ideal for grad students, avail now!
Call Gary at 419-352-5414.

**2014-2015 s.y. now renting
321 E. Merry b/c + 315 Merry Dn,
3-6 BRs over 3 allow, also more,
rooms $225, eff + 1 & 2 BR apts.
See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325
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MOXIE STRINGS is composed of Alison Lynn on cello, Fritz McGirr on percussion, and Diana Ladio on violin.

1 rm effic, furn, shared bath,
120 1/2 E Reed, $290/mo+elec.
Call 419-601-3225 for more info.

Fox Run
216 S. Mercer Rd.

SIGNING SPECIAL
Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

Piedmont Apartments
2 bedroom and unfurnished.
$465 a month for a 1 year lease!
Other Locations
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Birchwood (small pet allowed)
1 Bedroom & Efficiency, Houses

OFFICE HOURS:

M-F: 8-11:30 & 12:30-4:30
419 Lehman Ave.
419-352-9378
preferredpropertiesco.com

Summer & Semester
Leases Available

ia

2 & 3 BR apts & duplexes avail
August. Call 419-409-1110.
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com

Classified Ads

* If signed during month of July *

Birchwood
650 6th St.

1 Opts for another hitch
2 "... however, I may be all wet"
3 Speakeasy socializer
4 "Complete series" DVD purchase, say
5 Flat
6 1960 Olympics city
7 Take __: drop off
8 Italian seaport
9 Hilton rival
10 ID holders
11 Hosp. area
12 Peace ender?
13 33-Across successor
21 ESPN baseball analyst Alex
22 Shed thing
25 Shakespearean servant 44 Rig
45 Gin flavoring
26 "Dark-brow'd sophist,
come not __": Tennyson 49 Beethoven's
Opus 20, for one
27 They may be spun
51 Easy __
29 Reunion attendee
52 Red giant
30 Logical beginning?
54 Oil source
31 Taletellers
55 Odessa native
33 Book after Daniel
56 Any of several
34 One way to buy time
fictional
35 Character piece?
multimillionaires
37 Jeté relative
58 "The Winner Takes
38 Cruising
It All" quartet
40 Potent licorice-flavored
59 Mumbai bread
liqueur
60 NASDAQ
competitor
61 Source of support
62 Lock insert
63 D-Day lander

3BR apt, near BGSU, avail Fall,
$850/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.

The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.

Shamrock Studios
Leases avail for now, summer
& fall, starting at $445, includes:
all util, cable, fully furnished, WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

August 2014 - 12 month lease:
322 E. Court - 1BR - $440/mo.
426 S. Summit -1.5BR - $440/mo.
453 S. Prospect - 1BR - $340/mo.
818 Second St -2BR - $500/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd.
1BR apts, $400-$415/mo + elec.
newly updated, D/W, lots of parking, quiet location, laundry on site.
$100 off first months rent!
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.

The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval.

Jay-Mar 803 / 815 8th St,
2BR apts $500-515/mo+gas/elec.
A/C, D/W, 2nd floor balconies,
laundry on site, BGSU shuttle.
$100 off first months rent!
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.

The Homestead 130 Washington,
1 & 2 BRs, & 1BR w/ study, W/D,
laundry, $595-$630/mo + all utils.
Walking distance to campus / DT.
$100 off first months rent!
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.

419-372-0328

*All normal terms
and conditions apply

NOW RENTING
2013-2014
School Year

419-352-6335

Liberty St-1 BR apt w/ DW, W/D,
$615/mo + gas & elec,
residential area, off-st parking,
shared back yard, no pets.
$100 off first months rent!
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.

HOUSES FOR RENT!
247 S. College - 4 bdrm very close to Campus.
Nice kitchen with dishwasher and it has a high eff. furnace.
254 S. College - 3 bdrm very close to Campus.
There is a 4th bdrm for guests or a study.
416 E. Court - 3 bdrm within a block from Campus
Only a few blocks from downtown.
212 S. Summit - 4 bdrm very close to Campus.
High efficiency furnace.

Great Selection n Close to Campus n Better Prices
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.

n Many units within walking

HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

n Efficiencies, 1 Bedrooms

FOR RENT

distance to campus
& 2 Bedroom Apts

622 E. Wooster - 4 bdrm with 2 baths.
Directly across from Campus.
Phone: 419.352.5620 | Fax: 419.352.1166
332 South Main Street, PO Box 586
Bowling Green, OH 43402
newloveinfo@newloverentals.com
www.newloverentals.com

n Water, sewer, & trash are

Free Gas
Free Basic Cable
Free Shuttle
Recycling

included with most units

n Great selection of

Houses & Apartments

n Complete Rental Listing

available on-line and
in Rental Office

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

Free Heat
Free Internet
Free Water/Sewer
Trash Pick Up

Find us online at www.
investekmaganagement.com
Where

Comfort & Convenience
N OisW our
L E AMain
S I N G Priority
FALL 2014

FREE
Gas, Heat,
Water/Sewer,
Trash Pick-up,
and Recycling

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260

Quality Service, Quality Housing

Check Us Out
On Facebook!

319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours319
- Monday
to Friday
to 5:30
| Saturday
- 8:30
to 5:00
E. Wooster
Street- |8:30
Located
across
from Taco
Bell
419.354.2260
|
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours - Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
S U C C419.354.2260
E S S F U L LY S E|Rwww.johnnewloverealestate.com
VING BGSU STUDENTS SINCE 1978

FREE Basic
Cable and
High-Speed
Internet

Winthrop Terrace Apartments
Now Leasing for Fall 2014

On-Site
Laundry
Facilities

400 Napoleon Road / 419.352.9135
Flexible
Move-In Dates Fast & Reliable MaintenanceProfessional On-Site
FREE/Private
No Appointment Needed Caring & Friendly Office Staff
Campus Shuttle
Management and
24-Hour Emergency
400 E Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
Maintenance
www.investekmanagement.com

